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Review of Week 1-6 Word Roots 

Word Root Meanings: Write the full meaning of each word root in Column II and then, write a word 

example in Column III that helps you recall the word root’s meaning.  
  

Word Root Word Root Meaning  Word Example  

1.  fix-      

2.  crypto-, -crypt      

3.  –ary      

4.  ger-, gest-        

5.  sanct-            

6.  dom-, domin-,  

     domest-  
    

7.  frag-, fract-,  

     frang-  
    

8.  centri-, centro-       

9.  -sume, sumpt-      

10.   in2-         

11.  greg-   

12. -ive   

  

Word Find:  Build the constructed words from the given clues.  Use the table of additional roots below 

and the following word roots:  -ary,  fix,  fract-, -gest, and in-2 . 
 

Additional Word Roots 

below = sug- cross = cruci- day = di- the act of = -ion 

  

1.                                        =  the act of   + breaking   +  upon the rules  

2.                                        = fastened to the   +  cross       

3.                                        =  carrying an idea up from +  below   

4.                                        =  a place for the writings of the + day      



Fill in the roots:  Breakdown each vocabulary word into its word root parts by writing it after its correct 

meaning.   

  

1. affix   =  a group of letters   attached ________________ +  to ___________ the base word 

2. consumer = a person who ___________ +  takes up _________  goods or food  +   fully __________  

3. dominance  =  the state of  ___________  +    ruling  ____________ or controlling 

4. encryption  =  the act of  _________ +  message   into  _________  + secret ____________ code  

5. sanctuary =  a place that  ______________ is +  sacred _________________   

 

Sentence completion:   Fill in the blanks using the vocabulary words from the Fill in the Roots activity 

above.  Note:  Only 4 of the 5 words will be used. 
  

1. Prefixes and Suffixes are both examples of   _______________________ (-es/s), as they both attach 

to a word root to create a new word.  

2. An altar is considered to be a(n) ______________________________, as it is the most sacred part of 

the church. 

3. Many  ____________________(-es/s) are still not comfortable spending money to make purchases 

on the Internet.   

4. ________________________, in genetics, is the phenomenon of one variant of a gene on a 

chromosome ruling over or overriding the effect of a different gene on the other copy of the 

chromosome. 

                                       

Three Types of Word Roots:  Provide key words or phrase to help you identify each type. 

1. Base Word = ________________________________________________________________________ 

2. Prefix = _____________________________________________________________________________ 

3. Suffix = _____________________________________________________________________________ 

4. Directional Prefix = __________________________________________________________________ 

5. Noun Suffix = _______________________________________________________________________ 

6. Verb Suffix = ________________________________________________________________________ 

7. Quantifying Prefix = __________________________________________________________________ 

8. Negating Prefix = _____________________________________________________________________ 

9. Intensifying Prefix = __________________________________________________________________ 

 


